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WELCOME!



from NAAEE

BEFORE WE BEGIN | COPY OF SLIDES TO FOLLOW



If you don't have to rush off, Andy and 
Celia will be staying online after class for 
any participants with questions, 
comments or other business.

Just remain connected.

BEFORE WE BEGIN | AFTER CLASS TIME



UNMUTED | AGENDA

via link

1. Context: How we got here (and 
where, exactly, are we?)

2. Defining Terms: Web meetings, 
Webinars and Webcasts

3. Nine Takeaways: What we learned 
from the research

4. Resources: A little more help for 
our friends at NAAEE
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• Great Recession of 2008 led to 
major surge in videoconferencing.

• Conducted research to identify 
problems and trends.

•   Launched ”The Webinar on 
Webinars” (2009) to share best 
practices.

• Logged hundreds of hours teaching 
and learning from students (2009-
2020).

CONTEXT | We’ve been down this road before…



CONTEXT | And in March 2020, everything changed…



CONTEXT | …and everything we did started to look like this.



CONTEXT | NEW RESEARCH (JULY-AUGUST 2020)

4,405  RESPONDENTS



UNMUTED | AGENDA

via link

1. Context: How we got here (and 
where, exactly, are we?)

2. Defining Terms: Web meetings, 
Webinars and Webcasts

3. Nine Takeaways: What we learned 
from the research
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WEBINAR
Information 

Sharing/Teaching 
or Training

WEB MEETING
Discussion, 

Decision-Making

WEBCAST
Speech/Presentation

WEB CONFERENCE
Comprised of all three 

categories

DEFINING TERMS | CATEGORIES OF ONLINE CONVENINGS



UNMUTED | AGENDA

via link

1. Context: How we got here (and 
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2. Defining Terms: Web meetings, 
Webinars and Webcasts
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TAKEAWAY #1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATION

The adventure begins here.
Keeping people focused and actively 
participating is your first and foremost 
challenge. There are plenty of tools to 
help you do both.



#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONSURVEY DATA

WHAT MAKES AN ONLINE CONVENING A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE?



#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONSURVEY DATA

WHAT MAKES AN ONLINE CONVENING A NEGATIVE EXPERIENCE?



#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATION

RESPONDENTS ARE MULTI-TASKING 
IN THE FREQUENTLY-ALWAYS RANGE 

AT LEAST 47% OF THE TIME.

SURVEY DATA
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#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONRECOMMENDATIONS

Given a choice of 
techniques and tools to 
create more engaging 
and interactive online 
convenings, survey 
respondents ranked 
creative use of the 
chat box first among all 
tools available.

“Unmuted” report 
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#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONRECOMMENDATIONS

Provide something to 
do right from the start.

Look for ways to ask 
questions.

Use polls, breakout 
rooms, and chat.

From Greta Thunberg to Everyone:
NAAEE

From Al Gore to Everyone:
NAAEE

From Mary Nichols to Everyone:
Anything Judy Braus does

From Winona LaDuke to Everyone:
NAAEE.

From Bill McKibben to Everyone:
North American Association for 
Environmental Education

From Oladoso Adenike to Everyone:
NAAEE



#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONRECOMMENDATIONS

Provide something to 
do right from the start.

Look for ways to ask 
questions.

Use polls, breakout 
rooms, and chat.

• Share links
• Conduct snap 

surveys
• “Chat Storms”
• Post footnotes or 

citations

• Ask questions to 
“read the room”
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#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATIONRECOMMENDATIONS

Provide something to 
do right from the start.

Look for ways to ask 
questions.

Use polls, breakout 
rooms, and chat.

Conduct some activities 
off-line.

Take questions 
frequently (and call on 
people.)

Design slides to remind participants how to ask questions.



YOUR RESPONSES #1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATION



#1 ENGAGEMENT & PARTICIPATION

MEETINGS:
PREFER TO SPEAKWEBINARS:

PREFER TO CHAT

SURVEY DATA



QUESTIONS & COMMENTS

Have a question 
or a comment?
Put it in the chat 
box and Celia 
will relay it or 
ask you to 
unmute.

? !



TAKEAWAY #2 INCLUSIVITY

Our virtual welcome mats need 
some work.
While attention is being paid to making 
online convenings more inclusive, there is 
plenty of room for improvement, particularly 
where accessibility is concerned.



#2 INCLUSIVITYSURVEY DATA

SHOULD SOMETHING THIS FUNDAMENTAL BE A 
SOMETIMES THING (LEANING TOWARDS RARELY)?



#2 INCLUSIVITYRECOMMENDATIONS | CHECKING IN

Give participants a chance to 
check in, formally or 
informally.



#2 INCLUSIVITYRECOMMENDATIONS | AGREEMENTS

Give participants a chance to 
check in, formally or 
informally.

Be clear on the rules of 
engagement (or work with 
participants to establish 
them.)



YOUR RESPONSES #2 INCLUSIVITY



#2 INCLUSIVITY

ACCESSIBILITY IS ADDRESSED 
FREQUENTLY-ALWAYS 

12% OF THE TIME AT BEST

SURVEY DATA | ACCESSIBILITY
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#2 INCLUSIVITYRECOMMENDATIONS | ACCESSIBILITY

COMPUTER ASSISTED 
REALTIME TRANSCRIPTION 
(CART)

ASL INTERPRETERS

Communications Network Virtual Conference (September 23-25, 2020)



#2 INCLUSIVITYRECOMMENDATIONS | ACCESSIBILITY

Give participants a chance to 
check in, formally or 
informally.

Be clear on the rules of 
engagement (or work with 
participants to establish 
them.)

Know your platform’s 
accessibility tools.

Discover PowerPoint’s 
accessibility tools.



#2 INCLUSIVITYRECOMMENDATIONS | ACCESSIBILITY



TAKEAWAY #3 LEADERSHIP & FACILITATION

Get training. Get some help. 
And get better at the basics.
Leading and facilitating online is hard enough 
as it is. Learning by doing and trying to do it 
yourself are not recipes for success.



#3 LEADERSHIP & FACILITATION

35% to 48% HAVE NO TRAINING

SURVEY DATA



#3 LEADERSHIP & FACILITATION

57-71% PROVIDE INSTRUCTIONS
SOMETIMES OR LESS OFTEN

SURVEY DATA



#3 LEADERSHIP & FACILITATION

CHALLENGES TO LEADING 
SUCCESSFUL ONLINE CONVENING 

(1-5 SCALE)

#1 / #1 / #2

SURVEY DATA
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Watch tutorials on your 
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this.
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#3 LEADERSHIP & FACILITATIONRECOMMENDATIONS | BASICS

Watch tutorials on your 
platform or find trainings like 
this.

Build 2-3 person teams to 
facilitate online convenings.

Always cover the basics 
(unless you know all 
participants are familiar with 
the platform.)



TAKEAWAY #4 STRUCTURE

More time online requires more 
attention to structure.
As remote workers log more hours in 
videoconferences every day, their expectations 
that meeting and webinar leaders will make 
good use of their time are rising. Clear, concise 
agendas help meet those expectations.



#4 STRUCTURE

AGENDAS ARE PROVIDED SOMETIMES (OR LESS 
OFTEN) 44% to 54% OF THE TIME.

SURVEY DATA



#4 STRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS | DISPLAY AN AGENDA…



#4 STRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS | …OR OBJECTIVES



#4 STRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS | AGENDAS TRACKING PROGRESS



#4 STRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS | OVERALL DESIGN CAN HELP



#4 STRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS | OVERALL DESIGN CAN HELP



TAKEAWAY #5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

Shorter and fewer, please.
The mental and physical wear and tear of 
meeting online coupled with the increase in 
meetings per day argue for shorter durations 
and fewer meetings. Z Z Z



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCYYOUR RESPONSES



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

59%
SPEND 6-20 HRS. 

ONLINE PER WEEK

SURVEY DATA



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

54% 46%

SURVEY DATA

CLOSE TO EVEN SPLIT ON QUESTION OF 
REMAINING FOCUSED AND PRODUCTIVE 

UP TO 8 HOURS ONLINE.



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

87% PREFER 2-4 HRS./DAY MAXIMUM

46%

SURVEY DATA



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

PREFERRED LENGTH REGARDLESS OF FORMAT: 
60 MINUTES (OR LESS)

SURVEY DATA



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCY

PREFERRED TIME SPAN UNTIL A BREAK: 
30-90 MINUTES

SURVEY DATA



Just arriving (or rejoining)? We’re on a 15-minute break. 
Please check in with Celia via the chat box to catch up.



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCYSURVEY DATA



#5 LENGTH & FREQUENCYRECOMMENDATIONS

4 hour per day maximum for online 
convenings.

Limit convenings to 1 hour if 
possible; build in breaks if longer 
than 1 hour.

Schedule breaks every 30-45 
minutes if possible, but definitely 
no further apart than 90 minutes.



QUESTIONS & COMMENTS

Have a question 
or a comment?
Put it in the chat 
box and Celia 
will relay it or 
ask you to 
unmute.

? !



TAKEAWAY #6 PREFERRED PLATFORMS

It’s Zoom’s world. We’re just 
working in it.
Microsoft, Google, Cisco and other big tech 
players are becoming more competitive every 
day, but for now, Zoom is the top choice for 
all categories of online convenings.



#6 PREFERRED PLATFORMS

ZOOM  
MOST USED 

AND HIGHEST 
RATED

SURVEY DATA



#6 PREFERRED PLATFORMSRECOMMENDATION

Microsoft Teams “Together” Mode

Zoom, but…



TAKEAWAY #7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDS

Q. Should I turn my camera on
or off?

A. Yes!
The kind and size of your online convening 
can provide useful guidelines, but whenever 
possible, let your participants decide for 
themselves.

Celia Hoffman



YOUR RESPONSES #7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDS



#7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDS

MEETINGS:
PREFER VIDEO 

ON

WEBINARS:
PREFER VIDEO 

OFF

SURVEY DATA



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

#7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDSRECOMMENDATIONS

ON for intro’s
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Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

#7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDSRECOMMENDATIONS

ON for intro’s

OFF during 
presentation

ON for Q&A or 
comments

ALWAYS give 
participants the 
option to choose 
for themselves

Bob Kloss Jim Mack Rick StanwichBob Kloss Jim Mack Rick Stanwich



#7 PERSONAL VIDEO FEEDSRECOMMENDATIONS

My boss makes us keep our video 
on. I’m on video 5 to 7 hours a 

day. It is exhausting. I hate looking 
at myself all day and fake smiling 
during Zoom meetings. My head 
hurts every day. Please make it 

stop.



TAKEAWAY #8 SLIDES

Less text, more action, and 
always build.
Design techniques that make in-person 
presentations more eye-catching are 
essential in an environment where it’s easy to 
look away.



#8 SLIDES

40% to 49% SAY SLIDES ENHANCE EXPERIENCE 
FREQUENTLY-ALWAYS

SURVEY DATA



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | NOT THIS



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | TWO SETS



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | TWO SETS



HANDOUT

SLIDE

#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | TWO SETS



OMIT FROM 
WEBINAR SLIDES

#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | LESS IS MORE



Sometimes you will want to have a lot of text 
on a slide. For example, when you want to 
include a lengthy direct quote. In those 
cases, stop and let the participants read the 
slide for themselves. The silence will get their 
attention (which is a good thing), and if you 
read it to them, you'll only be a nuisance 
because they're already trying to read it for 
themselves. 

#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | LET THEM READ



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | STYLE = SUBSTANCE



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | STYLE = SUBSTANCE



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | ALWAYS BUILD



INCITING 
INCIDENT

PROTAGONIST

INTERNAL/EXTERNAL

GOAL

STORY  STRUCTURE RESOLUTION

B
A
R
R
I
E
R

B
A
R
R
I
E
R

B
A
R
R
I
E
R

#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | ALWAYS BUILD
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#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | ALWAYS BUILD



#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | KEEP IT MOVING



1 hour = 130+ slides

#8 SLIDESRECOMMENDATIONS | KEEP IT MOVING



TAKEAWAY #9 LONG-TERM TRENDS

It ain’t over when it’s over.
Post pandemic, working remotely will play a 
significantly larger role in how organizations 
function than it did prior to the pandemic.



#9 LONG-TERM TRENDSSURVEY DATA
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#9 LONG-TERM TRENDS

19%

48%

SURVEY DATA

90%



#9 LONG-TERM TRENDS

70% 
4-5 RANGE

SURVEY DATA



#9 LONG-TERM TRENDS

77%
4-5 RANGE

SURVEY DATA



#9 LONG-TERM TRENDS

46%
SOMETIMES OR MORE

SURVEY DATA



#9 LONG-TERM TRENDSRECOMMENDATION

www.speedtest.net

Ensure team members have 
sufficient Internet speeds to 
participate fully in online 
convenings.



UNMUTED | AGENDA

via link

1. Context: How we got here (and 
where, exactly, are we?)

2. Defining Terms: Web meetings, 
Webinars and Webcasts

3. Nine Takeaways: What we learned 
from the research

4. Resources: A little more help for 
our friends at NAAEE



RESOURCES | ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES  (section508.gov)



RESOURCES | ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES  (webaim.org)



RESOURCES | PRESENTATIONS (ThePresentationPodcast.com)



RESOURCES | PRESENTATIONS (ThePresentationPodcast.com)



RESOURCES | BOOKS AND REPORT (thegoodmancenter.com)



QUESTIONS & COMMENTS

Have a question 
or a comment?
Put it in the chat 
box and Celia 
will relay it or 
ask you to 
unmute.

? !



THEGOODMANCENTER.COM | NEWSLETTER

DECEMBER 2020 

One Simple Question That Can Make or Break a
Videoconference
Should I turn my camera on or off? It seems like such a simple question, perhaps even trivial, but in the
pursuit of engaging and productive videoconferences, you would be surprised how critical the answer can be.
For some attendees, telling them to turn their cameras on can make them feel more included, more
connected to other participants, and more focused on the matter at hand. But for an almost equal number, an
activated camera can feel like an invasion of privacy, an unblinking spotlight that makes them physically
uncomfortable and unable to concentrate fully.

We discovered this sharp divide in the research for our report, “Unmuted: What works, what doesn’t, and how
we can all do better when working together online.” We also learned that there are different ways to answer
this question depending on the kind of online convening you’re conducting. To make sure you’re providing the
best answer for participants in your organization’s videoconferences, scroll down to read the excerpt entitled
“Should I turn my camera on or off?” from our latest report.

“Unmuted: The Webinar” Returns
December 10th
How do you read the room when the “room" is a grid of faces on a computer
screen? How do you keep remote workers engaged when the opportunity to
multitask is constant? And how long can your team be productive when
everything that was face-to-face is now conducted screen-to-screen?

The answers to these and other questions about working together online can
be found in our one-hour class, “Unmuted: The Webinar.” Registration is now
open for December 10 (9-10a PT/12n-1p ET), tuition is only $25/person, and
discounts are available when you register three or more from your
organization. But please note: class size is limited, so click here to reserve
your seats today.



TWITTER| @GoodmanCenter



WEBINARS| thegoodmancenter.com



FINAL THOUGHTS





FINAL THOUGHTS| “We are all Robert Kelly now.”



To Judy Braus, Anne Umali and everyone at NAAEE… 



Questions?

Comments?

Other business?

AFTER CLASS TIME



POCKET SLIDES



WHO COMPLETED THE SURVEYSURVEY DATA



ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

I know you’d 
didn’t cover this, 

but…

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A

It occurred to me 
while you were 
speaking that…



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A

Where do you get 
off saying that 
thing about…



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A

Any more questions? 
Anybody? Anybody?



Bob Callahan
Callahan and AssociatesClosing thoughts…

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Why you never end with Q&A



ADDITIONAL POINTS | Have a Plan B



ADDITIONAL POINTS | Get Feedback



TELEVISION
+10 

POUNDS

RADIO
-10 to 20% 
CLARITY

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Overcoming “The Radio Factor”



In radio, they teach announcers to really 
emphasize or “punch” key words because 
the audience doesn’t have visual cues to help 
them understand, and because the higher 
and lower ends of the audio may be lost in 
the transmission. The telephone can be even 
worse. So, what may feel like over-
emphasizing to you will actually sound 
normal to the listeners.

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Overcoming “The Radio Factor”



Consider leading 
meetings or hosting 

classes standing up.

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Overcoming “The Radio Factor”



• Standing desk 
(VariDesk: $295)

• Broadcast quality 
microphone and 
pre-amp 
(ElectroVoice mic: $100; 
Onyx pre-amp: $130)

• Additional lighting 
(Lume Cube: $70)

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Your Set-up



Bob Callahan
Callahan and Associates

I think I can see 
where you’re 
heading with 

this…

Let me see if I’ve 
got the main 
point here…

And yet another 
point I’d like to 

make…

ADDITIONAL POINTS | Dealing with Chatty Participants



FAQ’s: Participants who won’t stop talking?


